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Introductions
Deaf Wireless Canada Committee (DWCC):
Lisa Anderson-Kellett, Chair
Arista Haas, Secretary-Treasurer
Nicole Marsh, Survey Team
Rytch Newmiller, Vice-Chair

Canadian Association of the Deaf (CAD-ASC)
Frank Folino, President
James Roots, Executive Director 



DISCLAIMER
Lisa	Anderson-Kellett,	is	participating	 in	this	hearing	as	a	volunteer	in	

her	role	as	Chair	of	the	Deaf	Wireless	Canada	Committee,	 and	not as	a	

Director	of	the	Canadian	Administrator	of	VRS	(CAV,	 Inc.).	

All	information	contained	 in	this	submission	 in	Lisa’s	role	as	a	volunteer	

of	the	Deaf	Wireless	Canada	Committee	and	not	in	the	capacity	as	a	

Director	of	the	CAV.

No	confidential	or	proprietary	information	 of	CAV	was	used	in	the	

preparation	of	this	or	all	preceding	or	subsequent	submissions.

Any	VRS-related	comments	or	queries,	if	any,	will	be	deferred	to	other	

members	of	the	Committee.	



Who Are We?
22 people put arms up across 7 provinces across Canada!

July 2015: Committee officially came together with Lisa as 
Chair and liaison with the CAD-ASC Board

7 subcommittees/teams: Executive, Writing, Survey, 
Distribution, Media & Text with 911

14 members of this committee were involved in the survey 
analysis
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Advocate for fair priced wireless contracts for Deaf and Hard of 
Hearing consumers and to promote the ideal of functional equivalency 

for all Canadian consumers.

The committee seeks the following points:

1. Fair and uniform wireless data plans for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
consumers

2. Telecommunication Service Providers (wireless/mobile companies) 
provide fair options of data plans for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
consumers

The Mandate
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3. Telecommunication Service Providers (wireless/mobile companies) 
ensure more transparency in advertisement of package offerings 
specifically for Deaf and Hard of Hearing consumers; and

4. Decreased disparity but fair competitive prices within and among 
different Telecommunication Service Providers (wireless/mobile 
companies) that Deaf and Hard of Hearing consumers have more 
variety in their choices.
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The Mandate



Issues and Concerns
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1. Data plans are going over monthly GB limits on wireless bills due 
to increased video communications, ie. Facetime, Skype, Glide & 
future video technology.

2. Deaf customers felt stuck paying for voice minutes or voice plans, 
when they don’t use or need it.  Hearing people are paying for free 
voice minutes while deaf can only use data minutes or plans.

3. Several issues with Text with 911 (T911) due to restrictions.

4. WSPs: 
a) have too many different data plans for Deaf /Hard of Hearing 

customers within their own companies.
b) are not advertising specified or fair plans for Deaf/ Hard of           

Hearing customers.



Video has a greater bandwidth, which accumulates bytes faster than 
audio does during a download/upload process that would lead to 
overage of the current data plans. Currently the average data plan is at 
6GB.  Current video communication apps such as Glide, Facetime, 
Skype and ooVoo push past the usage past the 6GB data limit. 

In order to have the same experience as our hearing fellow Canadians, 
ASL and LSQ users would like to have enough download/upload speed 
in order to carry out conversations with video communication apps.  

As well, ASL and LSQ users would be able to make phone calls via 
video apps “on the go”. Ample data capacity is required to meet the 
needs as a matter of “functional equivalency.”

Audio vs. Video
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Summary of Survey Findings

- 81% of the 905 respondents are Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and Deaf-Blind.  

- Top four (4) provinces: Ontario, British Columbia, Quebec and Alberta.

- 70% of the respondents live in metropolitan cities.

- National survey - Survey Monkey

- 1257 responses received

- 905 valid responses for analysis
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Survey Findings
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- 53% still have landlines at home in order to use TTY so they can call 911.

- 71% of the ones with landlines, 
TTY usage remained the same 
or declined in the last 5 years.

- 84% plan to cancel landline 
services in favour of wireless
technology within the next 3 years.



- 89% use video communications at home and work or just at home.

- 83% use video communications on their smartphones – popular choices:  
FaceTime, Glide, and Skype.

Survey Findings
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- Top 3 WSP by 77% of respondents:  Rogers, Bell, and Telus

- 68% have 1 or 2-year contract; 
20% unlocked smartphones 
with month to month plans

- 86% are not aware of voice 
credited or voice removed data 
plan options

- 54% require 2 to 6 GB of 
current wireless needs

Survey Findings
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- Top four needs for visual communication: Texting, 
emailing, taking photos, and video communication.

- 53% went over their data plan limit; 45% stayed within 
their limit; the rest don’t know.

- Over 60% are not satisfied with data plan costs.

Survey Findings
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Transparency

Consumer	Education

Affordability

Accessibility

Formulated into 4 categories:
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Recommendations



Recommendations
Transparency

1. Clear and designated wireless packages need to 
be advertised to this population. These wireless 
packages should be focused on the data plan with 
voice-credits. 

Voice credited data plans would be a better option due to the existing T911 
requirement.
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Recommendations
Transparency

In	addition	to	advertised	packages:

Ø Unlimited data packages? If not, DWCC suggests 10-12GB 
special specific packages created, with required 3-5GB 
overage cushion allowance WITHOUT PENALTY

Ø No throttling, eg. downgrade to LTE to 3G, and causing 
blurry video communications

Ø Greater broadband bandwidth, upload & download equal 
numbers for clear video communications
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2.	 Increased	promotions	of	wireless	plans	need	to	be	
distributed	in	print	media,	web,	and	video	
announcements	in	sign	language to	ASL	and	LSQ	users,	
consumer	organizations,	and	several	Deaf/Hard	of	
Hearing	organizations.	As	well,	television	commercials	
may	be	a	useful	medium.	

***	An	ideal	approach	in	providing	 specific	plans	would	be	to	have	assigned	
codesor	names to	allow	for	the	customer	and	WSP	vendor	an	efficient	
customer	service	transactions.
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Transparency



3. Consumer educational videos, in ASL and LSQ, need to be created to 
explain the structure of telecommunication system, examples: 

a. What is CCTS?  
b. What is CWTA? 
c. What is the Wireless Code? 

(Section 18. Accessibility items # 330 - 338)
d. How do we file a complaint with CCTS?

A joint committee could be created to oversee this type 
of initiative or project.  
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Consumer Education



4. Terminology videos in ASL and LSQ for users to 
understand and navigate through their wireless 
service contracts.

5. Workshops to be hosted in different cities in each 
province to educate ASL and LSQ users.
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6. Create an accessibility fund, either originating from a newly created 
Telecommunications Accessibility Fund (TAF), or Media Access Canada’s 
suggested “National Disabilities Subsidy Fund (NDSF)”, pooled by the 
WSPs:

a) To provide those with low-income affordable smartphones and 
reasonable data plan packages to access video communications;

b) To be utilized as a contingency fund for projects, to develop 
educational videos to address the communication gap, and;

c) Creating employment opportunities and training for Deaf and Hard 
of Hearing employees to provide WSPs customer service directly 
in sign language. 
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Recommendations
Affordability



7. The existing Text with 911 system needs to be overhauled
to improve its effectiveness and efficiency for all consumers 
including ASL and LSQ users. 

8. 10 Mbps for download and upload speeds should be the 
minimum standard for all wireless communications including 
the video communications.   This will allow for two-way 
video communication for ASL and LSQ users to have 
access to best quality videos to correspond in sign 
language.  
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9. WSPs could invest in ensuring ASL and LSQ users receive services in their 
native language. Three options are:  

a. hire and train Deaf/Hard of Hearing people to become customer service
representatives placed in high-traffic or popular vendor locations and
advertise their locations so signing customers can be directed to the
correct locations.

b. invest in extensive training sessions for selected, current employees, who
are willing to learn new language in order to service ASL/LSQ consumers.

c. Provide sign language interpretation upon request and without barriers.

Customer service will be therefore utilized more efficiently for the
benefit of all parties.
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10. Direct Video Communication services 
should be provided by CCTS and CRTC 
to log in complaints and queries.

In other words, hire Deaf/Hard of Hearing 
people as “consumer service specialists” 
to accommodate Deaf and Hard of 
Hearing Canadians.

11. DWCC recommends a new entity 
Accessibility Office to be created.

After	all,	it	is 2016!
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Contacts and Social Media

www.deafwireless.ca

@DeafWirelessCAN

Chair:
lisa@deafwireless.ca

Secretary:
arista@deafwireless.ca

www.facebook.com/deafwirelesscanada
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